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1. Introduction

1.1.

Introduction

This construction quality assurance (CQA) report has been developed on behalf of the
Texas Custodial Trust to summarize the Category II and III (Cat II and III) Site Grading
and Fill Placement activities performed by Arcadis U.S., Inc. (Arcadis), formerly
Malcolm Pirnie, Inc. (MP) at the Plant Site of the Former ASARCO Smelter Site (Site)
located in El Paso, Texas.
This report has been prepared in accordance with and meets the requirements stated in:






1.2.

Site Grading Plan – Backfill Specification dated July 2012 (MP, 2012),
Supplement to Site Grading Plan – Backfill Specifications for Screened and
Mixed Rockfill dated April 2014 (MP, 2014a),
Proposed Rockfill Supplement to Structural Fill Specifications Technical
Memorandum dated April 17, 2014, which is included as an attachment to
Category II Site Grading Design Clarification No. 1,
Category II Site Grading Design Clarification No.1 dated April 17, 2014, and
Category II Site Grading Design Clarification No. 2 dated May 14, 2014.
Structural Fill Material Specifications

The structural fill specifications (Specifications) for Site grading activities listed in
Section 1.1 included the recommendations in this section and are applicable for both Cat
II and Cat III materials.
1.2.1.

Material Requirements

Structural fill will consist of “Screened Rockfill” and “Mixed Rockfill” material that is
free of debris, foreign objects, and deleterious materials, as defined in the “Proposed
Rockfill Supplement to Structural Fill Specifications Technical Memorandum” included
in Design Clarification No. 1. All exposed reinforcing steel will be cut and removed
from the broken concrete material. All root clumps, vegetation, and wood clusters will
be removed from the material. All wood pieces or roots larger than 2 inches in cross
section and 8 inches in length will be removed. Occasional wood pieces or roots less
than 2 inches in cross section and 8 inches in length are acceptable provided the pieces
are not clustered.
Due to the variation in the stockpiled material, containing a high percentage of aggregate,
the use of standard compaction testing equipment will not render accurate results.
Therefore, the placement and compaction of the rockfill requires accurate observation
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and documentation of the placement and compaction effort performed in each lift. If the
material is suspected to contain less than 30 percent by dry weight retained on a ¾ inch
(19 millimeter) square mesh sieve size, a sample should be collected and a field density
test should be performed over the compacted material.
The Screened and Mixed Rockfill requirements are as follows:
 Screened Rockfill. The Screened Rockfill stockpiles consist of 3- to 36-inch
diameter cobbles, boulders, slag, and no sand. The Screened Rockfill shall be
restricted to a 24-inch maximum particle size therefore requiring removal of
oversize during fill placement. The Screened Rockfill shall be placed in the
deepest fill zones to an elevation that is no higher than 7 feet below final finished
grade.
 Mixed Rockfill. The Mixed Rockfill stockpiles consist of concrete, crushed
concrete (5-inch minus), sand, gravel, cobbles, and boulders (e.g., sandstone,
andesite, and slag) that range up to approximately 3 feet in diameter. The Mixed
Rockfill shall be restricted to a 24-inch maximum particle size and be placed no
shallower than approximately 3 feet below final finished grade.
1.2.2.

Placement and Compaction Requirements for Screened and Mixed Rockfill

The original design specification for structural fill material, “Site Grading Plan – Backfill
Specifications, Texas Custodial Trust, Former ASARCO El Paso Site” dated July 2012,
specified the moisture-density target compaction requirements for a minimum
compaction of 95 percent of maximum dry density and -2 to +2 percentage points from
optimum water content determined by modified Proctor tests results. Due to the nature of
the stockpiled Screened and Mixed Rockfill, the conventional earthfill field and
laboratory test methods for controlling lift thickness, gradation, moisture content, and
compaction are not applicable for these materials. An additional report, “Supplemental
Site Grading Plan – Backfill Specifications, Texas Custodial Trust, Former ASARCO El
Paso Site” dated April 2014, and a technical memorandum, “Proposed Rockfill
Supplement to Structural Fill Specifications” dated April 17, 2014 were developed based
on rockfill construction experience and engineering studies on several large-scale test
fills. A general set of guidelines was established for rockfill placement and compaction
as discussed below.
Screened Rockfill for Deep Fill Areas
Screened Rockfill should be placed and spread by a bulldozer in the portions of the site
requiring significant backfill (i.e., deepest fills). Screened Rockfill material should be
placed in loose lift thickness of 18 inches or less. The rockfill on every lift should be
tracked/compacted by three passes using the bulldozer creating a limited
vibratory/dynamic compactive effort on the rockfill. Following the tracking by the
bulldozer, the lift should be compacted by a minimum of five full passes (three in one
direction and two in the opposite direction) using a Caterpillar® (CAT) 815 selfTexas Custodial Trust
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propelled steel sheepsfoot compactor (CAT 815). A loaded 40 ton (T) haul truck should
then travel over the tracked fill to provide complete full width compaction coverage of
the fill pad. The fill pad shall be observed for yield under the load of the CAT 815 and
loaded haul trucks. If continued reduction in thickness or movement of the fill pad under
the load of the compactor or loaded haul truck is observed, continued compaction shall be
performed until no yield is observed. Each lift shall be approved by the CQA Engineer
prior to initiating the next lift.
Following placement of Screened Rockfill, a nonwoven geotextile (Mirafi 1120N or
suitable equivalent) shall be placed over the surface of the Screened Rockfill materials
with a minimum of 12 inch overlap between roll segments (end to end and side to side).
The nonwoven geotextile material shall be placed for both demarcation layer and
segregation layer to prevent soil fines from the Mixed Rockfill from potentially migrating
into the underlying Screened Rockfill layer.
Mixed Rockfill
Mixed Rockfill should be placed in approximate 12-inch-thick loose horizontal lifts and
spread to promote blending of the Mixed Rockfill. The larger particles should be
restricted to approximately 24 inches in size, blading-off the oversize material. During
placement, the bulldozer tracking provides initial compactive effort throughout the
material. Once the lift placement is completed, the lift should be compacted using the
CAT 815. The CAT 815 should perform at least 5 full passes (three passes over and back
and two passes perpendicular to the alignment of the lift) to ensure compaction of
materials in between the larger particles. A loaded 40T haul truck should travel over the
recently placed fill to provide complete full width compaction coverage of the fill pad.
The fill pad shall be observed for yield under the load of the CAT 815 and loaded haul
trucks. If continued reduction in thickness or movement of the fill pad under the load of
the compactor or loaded haul truck is observed, additional compaction is required until no
yield is observed. Each lift shall be approved by the CQA Engineer prior to initiating the
next lift.
Upon completion of successive lifts to a depth of approximately 3 feet below finished
grade, a nonwoven geotextile (Mirafi 1120N or suitable equivalent) shall be placed over
the surface of the Mixed Rockfill (with a minimum 12 inch overlap between roll
segments [side to side and end to end]) as both a demarcation layer and a segregation
layer to prevent soil fines from the soil cover from potentially migrating into the
underlying larger aggregate-filled Screened Rockfill layer. The nonwoven fabric will also
act as a demarcation layer that provides warning to any person excavating on the site in
the future that further excavation beyond the nonwoven geotextile depth is prohibited.
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1.3.

Preconstruction CQA Evaluation of Materials

Screened and Mixed Rockfill materials used as backfill during the Cat II grading
activities were sampled and tested in a laboratory. The testing included particle size
analysis, Modified Proctor, moisture content, and Atterberg limits. A summary of
laboratory testing results of structural fill is included in Table 1.
1.4.

Design Clarifications

Design clarifications to the “Site Grading Plan – Backfill Specifications, Texas Custodial
Trust, Former ASARCO El Paso Site” dated July 2012 and “Supplemental Site Grading
Plan – Backfill Specifications, Texas Custodial Trust, Former ASARCO El Paso Site”
dated April 2014, as mentioned in Section 1.1, were prepared by MP personnel during the
material placement activities. A total of two design clarifications were written and
executed prior to and during the fill placement and are included in Appendix A. A
summary of the clarifications is presented as follows:
Design
Clarification
No.

Issue
Date

1

4-17-14

2

5-14-14

Design Clarification Summary
Proposed Screened and Mixed Rockfill supplement
criteria for allowing use of rockfill as structural fill.
Increase spacing for perforating hardscape (i.e., Portland
cement concrete and asphalt concrete) at Plant Site areas
where Cat II fill material will be placed. The spacing will
be increased from a 20-foot by 20-foot grid to a 40-foot
by 40-foot grid.
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2.1.

Subgrade Preparation

The subgrade of the Plant Site included hardscape areas (i.e., asphalt concrete and
Portland cement concrete) and areas without a hardscape surface (i.e., soil and slag).
The hardscape was perforated on a spacing of 40 feet by 40 feet. The areas without
hardscape were proof rolled using a loaded 40T haul truck to verify that no yielding or
pumping was observed in the material prior to the start of fill placement activities.
2.2.

Fill Placement Activities

The Cat II and III fill placement activities at the Plant Site included work performed
throughout North Pad (formerly Pad AB), South Pad (formerly Pad C), Boneyard Area,
and Sabatka Valley (see Figures 1 through 3). The specific fill placement activities
performed at each area are further discussed in this section. Representative photos of fill
placement activities at each area are presented in Appendix B.
2.2.1.

North and South Pad

The Cat II and Cat III Screened and Mixed Rockfill placement activities throughout the
North and South Pads were performed from May to July 2014. Additional fill was placed
at South Pad from July 2015 to December 2016. Details of the work activities performed
on each pad are described below.
North Pad
Cat III Screened Rockfill was placed at the southeastern portion of North Pad where the
deepest fill zones were identified. Due to the uneven surface elevations throughout the
pad, the number of lifts placed of Screened Rockfill varied from one to two 18-inch lifts.
Rock exceeding the 24-inch maximum particle size was bladed-off the pad during
placement of each lift before compacting. When the Screened Rockfill was initially
placed, the available compactor was a 13T CAT CP56 sheepsfoot compactor, not a CAT
815 sheepsfoot compactor as described in the Supplement to Site Grading Plan and
Design Clarification No. 1. Therefore, a test pad was performed at the beginning of the
Screened Rockfill placement to determine the minimum number of passes required for
the CAT CP56 sheepsfoot compactor to meet a “non-yielding” compacted surface.
The test pad was performed from May 21 to 23, 2014. The approximate test pad
dimensions were 200 feet by 100 feet, which was constructed by spreading the Screened
Rockfill approximately 18-inches thick using a bulldozer. The 18-inch lift was then
tracked/compacted using the bulldozer by performing a minimum of three passes.
Following the tracking by the bulldozer, the lift was compacted using the CAT CP56
sheepsfoot compactor to determine the minimum number of passes required to achieve a
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“non-yielding” compacted surface. The CQA Engineer determined that no significant
compaction/yielding of the material was observed after performing seven full passes
(four in one direction and three in the opposite direction) using the sheepsfoot compactor.
After the material was compacted, a loaded 40T haul truck was used to provide additional
compaction effort to ensure full width compaction coverage of the fill pad. Shortly after
finishing the test pad and the first Cat III Screened Rockfill lift, a CAT 815 was delivered
to the site. The CAT 815 was then used for the second and final lift of Cat III Screened
Rockfill, and subsequently used to compact the placed Mixed Rockfill throughout the
North Pad. Figure 2 depicts the approximate Screened Rockfill limits.
After the Cat III Screened Rockfill was graded and compacted, but before the Mixed
Rockfill was placed, nonwoven geotextile (Mirafi 1120N) was installed over the
compacted surface. After placing the nonwoven geotextile in accordance with the
Specifications, Mixed Rockfill was placed in approximately 12-inch thick lifts and
compacted using the CAT 815 sheepsfoot compactor. Rock exceeding the 24-inch
maximum particle size was bladed-off the pad during placement of each lift before
compacting. After using the sheepsfoot compactor, a loaded 40T haul truck was used to
provide additional compaction effort to ensure full with coverage of the fill pad.
Approximately 27,400 cubic yards (CY) of material were placed at North Pad during the
fill placement activities.
In June 2014, El Paso Water Utilities (EPWU) installed a 48-inch waterline that runs
through the Site, and generated approximately 1,500 CY of Cat II material that consisted
of Mixed Rockfill (i.e., slag, rock, and sand). This Cat II material was delivered to the
North Pad and placed in conformance with the Specifications. Field density tests were
performed on the compacted material and the test results are included in Table 2. All
tests exceeded the minimum compaction requirement of 95 percent.
Additional grading activities were performed throughout North Pad during June and July
2015 to meet the design subgrade elevation and establish drainage features and slopes
around the pad. Cat III sandy material, delivered to the site by International Boundary
and Water Commission (IBWC) during the period from April to May 2015, was used to
meet the design subgrade elevations. The Cat III sandy material and the existing
disturbed surfaces were compacted using a 10T Volvo SD100D smooth drum roller to a
“non-yielding” compacted surface as determined by the CQA Engineer. No field density
tests were performed in the placed sandy material since the thickness ranged from
approximately 2 to 6 inches.
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South Pad
Fill was placed mainly in two fill zones on the South Pad: the north and south sections.
Figure 3 shows the approximate limits of the north and south sections of South Pad. The
north section, designed and planned for structural purposes, consisted of mostly Mixed
Rockfill, whereas the south section, designed and planned for non-structural purposes
(limited to parking as an end use), consisted of oversize concrete debris, 5-inch minus
crushed concrete with woody debris, and Mixed Rockfill. An area along the southeast
portion of the south section, also known as Graveyard Area, was designated for oversize
concrete generated from demolition activities throughout the site.
The fill material was placed in approximately 12-inch loose lifts and compacted using a
CAT CP56 sheepsfoot compactor and loaded 40T haul trucks to a “non-yielding”
compacted surface as determined by the CQA Engineer. Due to the uneven surface
elevations throughout the pad, the number of lifts placed varied from one to three lifts.
Rock exceeding the 24-inch maximum particle size was bladed-off the pad during
placement of each lift before compacting. Field density tests were performed at South
Pad locations for information purposes only. The field density tests exceeded a minimum
of 95 percent compaction. The test results are included in Table 3.
Oversize material consisting of mainly concrete generated from demolition activities
throughout the Site was restricted to and placed at the Graveyard Area from April to July
2014. The material was placed and track-packed using a bulldozer. Crushed concrete
with woody debris was placed within the oversize material to fill in voids and provide a
level surface to compact. No testing of the material was required nor performed due to
this area not being considered a structural pad.
Fill was placed in the north section of the South Pad using mainly Cat II Mixed Rockfill.
The material was placed in approximately 12-inch loose lifts and compacted using two
13T CAT CP56 sheepsfoot compactors and loaded 40T haul trucks to a “non-yielding”
compacted surface as determined by the CQA Engineer. Due to the uneven surface
elevations throughout the pad, the number of lifts placed varied from one to four lifts to
meet the design subgrade elevation. Rock exceeding the 24-inch maximum particle size
was bladed-off the pad during placement of each lift before compacting. Field density
tests were performed on South Pad locations for information purposes only, and the test
results are included in Table 3. Field density test results met or exceeded 95 percent
compaction.
Additionally, in July 2015, 3-inch minus material generated from the excavation
activities in the Storage Area near the Site entrance was placed along the northeast
portion of South Pad in the area, also known as the former Bedding Building area. A
total of two lifts were placed and compacted using a 10T Volvo SD100D smooth drum
roller over an existing concrete slab surface. The first lift was placed approximately 6Texas Custodial Trust
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inches thick and compacted to a “non-yielding” surface and approved by the CQA
Engineer prior to placement of the subsequent lift. A second lift, approximately 12inches thick, was placed and compacted. A field density test was performed on the
second lift, and a minimum of 95 percent compaction was met (see Table 3).
Approximately 52,700 CY of material were placed at South Pad during the fill placement
activities.
2.2.2.

Boneyard Area

Grading activities at the Boneyard Area were performed from July to August 2014. The
Boneyard Area consists mainly of loose and crystalized slag. The southeast portion of
the Boneyard was cut approximately 7 to 8 feet (approximately 548 CY) and the cut
material was placed along the west portion of the Boneyard. Prior to slag fill placement,
oversize material (i.e., concrete and rocks) was placed in the deepest portion of the fill
zone along the west side of the Boneyard. The oversize material was placed using the
bucket of a Komatsu 490 excavator. Some slag fill was placed to fill the voids, and then
the surface was compacted using a bulldozer, followed by a CAT 815 sheepsfoot
compactor. The surface was compacted to non-yielding as determined by the CQA
Engineer. Upon completion of the oversize material placement, slag fill was placed in
approximately 18-inch loose lifts. The lifts were tracked/compacted using the bulldozer,
followed by compaction using a CAT 815 sheepsfoot compactor. After using the
sheepsfoot compactor, a loaded 40T haul truck was then used to provide additional
compaction effort to ensure full width compaction coverage of the placed material. The
fill was compacted to a non-yielding compacted surface as determined by the CQA
Engineer. Approximately 3,912 CY of material were placed during fill placement
activities in 2014.
2.2.3.

Sabatka Valley

Grading activities at the Sabatka Valley area were performed from February to April
2015, with additional grading activities completed in August 2015. Due to the uneven
surface elevations throughout the pad, the number of lifts varied from one to six 12-inch
lifts. The material used to fill/grade Sabatka Valley consisted of 3-inch minus material
generated off-site and delivered by Venegas Engineering Management and Construction
(VEMAC) during the period from December 2014 to March 2015, material delivered by
IBWC during the period from April to May 2015, and soil placed at the Lead Stack Drop
Zone area (north of South Pad) used during the stacks demolition in 2013. The material
was compacted using a 10T Bomag BW211D40 sheepsfoot roller and loaded 40T haul
trucks. Field density tests were performed and achieved a minimum of 95 percent
compaction. Field density tests are presented in Table 4. Approximately 1,500 CY of
material were placed at Sabatka Valley during the fill placement activities.
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3. Conclusion

As presented and described in this report, the Cat II and III Site grading and fill
placement activities were conducted in general conformance with the Specifications for
Site grading activities listed in Section 1.1.
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TABLES

Table 1
Summary of Category II/III Soil Laboratory Testing Results
Former ASARCO Smelter
El Paso, Texas
Particle Size Summary
Sample ID
North Pad (Pad AB)
Pad C, North Contop
Pad AB Mixed Backfill
Pad AB South Area, Lift 2
Pad "AB" Composite
South Pad (Pad C)
828-CC1
LS-CC1
Mixed Backfill - Contop
Pad "C"
Cat 2 Mixed Backfill
WTA_070915
Sabatka Valley
American Canal Stormwater Sediment
Lead Stack Fall Zone Soil
American Canal - Stockpile at Jobsite
IBWC, First Lift
IBWC, North of Sabatka Valley
IBWC, East of Sabatka Valley

Sample Date

Gravel

Sand

Fines

(%)

(%)

(%)

5/15/2014
6/11/2014
6/19/2014
1/30/2015

66
79
32
70

28.8
17
51
23

1/14/2014
1/14/2014
5/20/2014
1/30/2015
7/2/2015
7/9/2015

53
52
48
77
48
3

12/17/2014
2/10/2015
2/19/2015
2/21/2015
3/13/2015
3/13/2015

7
26
3
22
18
21

Atterberg Limits

Modified Proctor Test Results
Maximum
Optimum
Dry Density
Moisture Content
(pcf)
(%)

Unified Soil
Classification

Soil Description

Liquid
Limit

Plastic
Limit

Plasticity
Index

5.2
4
17
7

-----

-----

NP
NP
NP
NP

--138.5
--

--7.0
--

GP-GM
GP
SM
GP-GM

Poorly Graded GRAVEL with Silt and Sand
Poorly Graded GRAVEL with Sand
Silty SAND with Gravel
Poorly Graded GRAVEL with Silt and Sand

40.4
39.9
42
19
45.5
71.5

6.6
8.1
10
4
6.5
25.5

-------

-------

NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP

123.0
123.0
135.5
-139.0
121.6

13.0
13.0
7.0
-6.5
9.9

GW-GM
GW-GM
GP-GM
GP
GP-GM
SM

Well-Graded GRAVEL with Silt and Sand
Well-Graded GRAVEL with Silt and Sand
Poorly Graded GRAVEL with Silt and Sand
Poorly Graded GRAVEL with Sand
Poorly Graded GRAVEL with Silt and Sand
Silty SAND

86.7
30
76
65
62
69

6.3
44
21
13
20
10

-20
-----

-17
-----

NP
3
NP
NP
NP
NP

109.0
128.0
114.0
127.3
127.3
120.9

12.0
9.0
13.1
8.1
8.9
9.1

SP-SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SP-SM

Poorly Graded SAND with Silt and Gravel
Silty SAND with Gravel
Silty SAND
Silty SAND with Gravel
Silty SAND with Gravel
Poorly Graded SAND with Silt and Gravel

Note:
pcf = pounds per cubic foot
"--" = Not Applicable/Not Tested
NP = non-plastic
The structural backfill containing less than 30% by dry weight retained on a ¾ inch (19 millimeter) square mesh sieve size, the specification requires the following as indicated in Category II Placement Plan (Malcolm Pirnie, Inc., July 2012):
USC specified values GW, GM, GC, SW, SP, SM, SC
Maximum Particle Size = 3-inch
Maximum % Passing #200 sieve = 30
Maximum Liquid Limit = 45
Maximum Plasticity Index = 15
The Screened Rockfill consists of 3 to 36 inch size cobbles, boulders, slag, and no sand. The screeced rockfill shall be restricted to a maximum of 24-inch particle size and be placed in the deepest fills zones that extend below the proposed 3 feet (ft.)
to 5 ft. thick soil cap layer.
The Mixed Rockfill consists of concrete, crushed concrete (5-inch minus), sand, gravel, cobbles, and boulders (e.g., sandstone, andesite, slag, etc.) that ranged up to approximately 3 ft. in size. The Mixed rockfill shall be restricted to a 24 inch
maximum particle size and be placed in deeper excavations that extend right below the proposed 3 feet (ft.) to 5 ft. thick soil cap layer.
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Table 2
North Pad Field Density Test Results
Former ASARCO Smelter Site
El Paso, Texas
Proctor
Percent
Optimum
Compaction ϒdry, max
Moisture
(%)
(pcf)
(%)

Test
#

Date

Elevation

Location

Material
Size

Lift
Thickness
(in.)

1

6/20/2014

2' bfg

15'N, 100'W from SWC of Powerhouse Basement

3" minus

12

138.4

4.0

133.1

96

138.5

7.0

2

6/20/2014

1' bfg

20'N, 75' E from SEC of Powerhouse Basement

3" minus

12

142.1

6.2

133.8

97

138.5

7.0

3

6/20/2014

1' bfg

100'N, 10'W from SEC of Powerhouse Basement

3" minus

12

148.3

5.1

141.1

100+

138.5

7.0

4

6/24/2014

1' bfg

50'W from SWC of Powerhouse Basement

3" minus

12

143.6

4.9

136.9

99

138.5

7.0

5

6/24/2014

1' bfg

10'N, 80'W from SWC of Powerhouse Basement

3" minus

12

150.7

5.5

142.8

100+

138.5

7.0

6

6/24/2014

1' bfg

10'S, 100'W from SWC of Powerhouse Basement

3" minus

12

142.0

5.8

134.3

97

138.5

7.0

7

6/24/2014

1' bfg

10'S, 50'W from SWC of Powerhouse Basement

3" minus

12

166.9

5.2

158.6

100+

138.5

7.0

8

6/24/2014

1' bfg

10'S, 90'W from SWC of Powerhouse Basement

3" minus

12

163.0

7.8

151.2

100+

138.5

7.0

9

6/24/2014

1' bfg

10'S, 120'W from SWC of Powerhouse Basement

3" minus

12

165.7

4.9

157.9

100+

138.5

7.0

ϒmoist
(pcf)

wc
(%)

ϒdry
(pcf)

Notes

Used proctor "Pad AB, Mixed Rockfill, South Area, Lift #2"

Notes:
ϒdry = Dry density obtained in the field using a nuclear density gauge
ϒmoist = Wet density obtained in the field using a nuclear density gauge
wc = Moisture content obtained in the field using a nuclear density gauge
ϒdry, max = Maximum dry density obtainable when the compaction is carried out on the material at optimum moisture content
in. = inches
pcf = pounds per cubic foot
bfg = below finish grade
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Table 3
South Pad Field Density Test Results
Former ASARCO Smelter Site
El Paso, Texas
Proctor
Location

Material
Size/Type

Lift
Thickness
(in.)

ϒmoist
(pcf)

wc
(%)

ϒdry
(pcf)

Percent
Compaction
(%)

ϒdry, max
(pcf)

Optimum
Moisture
(%)

Test #

Date

Lift #

1

5/15/2014

1

40'N, 50'E from SWC of Pad C, North

Mixed Rockfill

12

160.4

2.4

156.6

100+

135.5

7.0

2

5/15/2014

2

40'N, 200'E from SWC of Pad C, North

Mixed Rockfill

12

145.7

3.6

140.6

100+

135.5

7.0

3

5/17/2014

1

100'S, 25'W from NE of Pad C, South

5" minus

12

126.3

7.5

117.5

96

123.0

13.0

4

5/17/2014

1

375'S, 100'W from NE of Pad C, South

5" minus

12

134.1

6.9

125.5

100+

123.0

13.0

5

5/19/2014

1

72'S, 60'E from NW of Pad C, South (West)

5" minus

12

129.7

7.5

120.7

98

123.0

13.0

6

5/19/2014

1

210'S, 90'E from NW of Pad C, South (West)

5" minus

12

130.9

6.4

123.0

100

123.0

13.0

7

5/19/2014

1

360'S, 60'E from NW of Pad C, South (West)

5" minus

12

132.3

7.8

122.8

100

123.0

13.0

8

5/19/2014

1

170'N, 96'E from NW of Pad C, South (West)

5" minus

12

126.5

8.3

116.8

95

123.0

13.0

9

5/19/2014

1

12

128.4

7.6

119.3

97

123.0

13.0

10

5/19/2014

2

110'N, 72'E from NW of Pad C, South (West)
120'S, 30'W from NE of Pad C, South (East)

5" minus
5" minus

12

128.4

6.4

120.7

98

123.0

13.0

11

5/19/2014

2

150'S, 127'W from NE of Pad C, South (East)

5" minus

12

133.0

7.8

123.3

100

123.0

13.0

12

5/20/2014

2

275'S, 120'W from NEC of Pad C, South

5" minus

12

139.4

6.8

130.5

100+

123.0

13.0

13

5/20/2014

2

350'S, 100'W from NEC of Pad C, South

5" minus

12

139.5

7.0

130.4

100+

123.0

13.0

14

5/20/2014

2

225'S, 40'W from NEC of Pad C, South

5" minus

12

141.7

7.1

132.3

100+

123.0

13.0

15

5/20/2014

2

275'S, 15'W from NEC of Pad C, South

5" minus

12

136.5

6.3

128.4

100+

123.0

13.0

16

5/20/2014

2

425'S, 100'W from NEC of Pad C, South

5" minus

12

126.9

5.9

119.8

97

123.0

13.0

17

5/20/2014

2

500'S, 90'W from NEC of Pad C, South

5" minus

12

138.7

100+

123.0

13.0

5/20/2014

3

60'S, 40'W from NEC of Pad C, South

5" minus

12

138.2

6.1
8.8

130.7

18

127.1

100+

123.0

13.0

19

5/20/2014

3

170'S, 20'W from NEC of Pad C, South

5" minus

12

142.1

10.1

129.0

100+

123.0

13.0

20

5/20/2014

3

60'S, 90'W from NEC of Pad C, South

5" minus

12

131.9

6.9

123.4

100

123.0

13.0

21

5/20/2014

3

210'S, 100'W from NEC of Pad C, South

5" minus

12

139.1

10.2

126.2

100+

123.0

13.0

22

5/20/2014

3

400'S, 100'W from NEC of Pad C, South

5" minus

12

129.8

8.7

119.4

97

123.0

13.0

23

5/20/2014

3

500'S, 100'W from NEC of Pad C, South

5" minus

12

133.7

8.9

122.8

100

123.0

13.0

24

5/21/2014

2

50'N, 25'E from SWC of Pad C, South

5" minus

12

125.6

7.5

116.9

95

123.0

13.0

25

5/22/2014

2

200'N, 80'E from SWC of Pad C, South

5" minus

12

134.9

9.0

123.7

100+

123.0

13.0

26

5/23/2014

2

350'N, 40'E from SWC of Pad C, South

5" minus

12

131.6

9.1

120.7

98

123.0

13.0

26

7/8/2014

1' bfg

20'S from control point 1426 of Pad C, South

Mixed Rockfill

12

134.2

3.8

129.3

95

135.5

7.0

26

7/8/2014

0.5' bfg

30'N from control point 1426 of Pad C, South

Mixed Rockfill

12

139.3

4.9

132.8

98

135.5

7.0

26

7/17/2015

2

3" minus

12

130.3

8.3

120.3

99

121.6

9.9

Center of Bedding Area

Notes

Used proctor from sample "Mixed Backfill - Contop"
Used proctor from sample "Recycled Concrete, 828-CC1/ LS-CC1"

Used proctor from sample "Mixed Backfill - Contop"
Used proctor from sample "WTA_070915"

Notes:
ϒdry = Dry density obtained at the field using a nuclear density gauge
ϒmoist = Wet density obtained at the field using a nuclear density gauge
wc = Moisture content obtained at the field using a nuclear density gauge
ϒdry, max = Maximum dry density obtainable when the compaction is carried out on the material at optimum moisture content
in. = inches
pcf = pounds per cubic foot
bfg = below finish grade
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Table 4
Sabatka Valley Field Density Test Results
Former El Paso ASARCO Smelter
El Paso, Texas
Proctor
Optimum
Moisture
(%)

Material
Size

Lift
Thickness
(in.)

wc
(%)

ϒdry
(pcf)

Percent
Compaction
(%)

ϒdry, max
(pcf)

480' west and 180' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

7.3*

112.8

99

114.0

13.1

360' west and 100' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

7.8*

108.5

95

114.0

13.1

1

200' west and 50' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

7.3*

112.4

99

114.0

13.1

1

60' west and 120' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

7.7*

113.3

99

114.0

13.1

2/24/2015

2

80' west and 190' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

6.9

122.3

96

127.3

8.1

6

2/24/2015

2

230' west and 180' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

6.8

122.2

96

127.3

8.1

7

2/24/2015

2

310' west and 100' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

6.2

122.8

96

128.0

9.0

8

2/24/2015

2

360' west and 190' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

11.1

122.1

95

128.0

9.0

9

2/25/2015

3

200' west and 120' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

10.3

122.6

96

127.3

8.1

Proctor "IBWC, First Lift"

10

3/17/2015

3

510' west and 130' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

8.9

123.9

97

128.0

9.0

Proctor "Lead Stack Fall Zone"

11

3/17/2015

4

420' west and 160' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

9.0

117.6

97

120.9

9.1

Proctor "IBWC, East of Sabatka's Valley

12

3/18/2015

3

60' west and 180' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

7.6

123.7

97

127.3

8.9

Proctor "IBWC, North of Sabatka's Valley

13

3/18/2015

4

65' west and 180' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

7.4

122.3

96

127.3

8.9

14

3/18/2015

4

190' west and 130' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

12.0

123.9

97

128.0

9.0

Proctor "Lead Stack Fall Zone"

15

3/19/2015

5

60' west and 240' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

6.5

121.1

95

127.3

8.9

Proctor "IBWC, North of Sabatka's Valley

16

4/29/2015

6

300' west and 170' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

6.0

123.3

97

127.3

8.9

17

4/29/2015

6

220' west and 140' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

6.1

124.3

98

127.3

8.9

18

8/7/2015

3

210' west and 40' north of SEC of fill area

3" Minus

12

11.3

125.1

98

128.0

9.0

Test
#

Date

Lift
#

1

2/21/2015

1

2

2/21/2015

1

3

2/21/2015

4

2/21/2015

5

Location

Notes

Proctor "Stockpile from Jobsite, American Canal"

Proctor "IBWC, First Lift"

Proctor "Lead Stack Fall Zone"

Proctor "Lead Stack Fall Zone"

Notes:
ϒdry = Dry density obtained in the field using a nuclear density gauge
ϒmoist = Wet density obtained in the field using a nuclear density gauge
wc = Moisture content obtained in the field using a nuclear density gauge
ϒdry, max = Maximum dry density obtainable when the compaction is carried out on the material at optimum moisture content
in. = inches
pcf = pounds per cubic foot
* - Minimum required moisture content for sandy materials is 6% as described in Design Clarification #1 from the Lower PBA.
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Appendix A
Design Clarifications

DESIGN CLARIFICATION NO. __1__
Cat II Site Grading
PROJECT

ASARCO El Paso Smelter Remediation Site –
Cat II Site Grading

LOCATION

El Paso, Texas

CONTRACTOR

Arcadis Construction and Environmental Services
(ACES)

PAGE _1_ OF _1_
PAGES

PROJECT NO.

6835001.2014

DATE _4-17-14______
CROSS REFERENCE
TO DAILY REPORT
NO. _______

INSTRUCTIONS
Whenever any corrective change is made in field construction which is at variance with the specifications and drawings as originally issued, a
complete detailed design clarification shall be filed, listing the following items, so that the designer can review and approve the clarification.
1. Identify the area in question: Indicate why originally specified construction was not used or modified.
2. The Solution: Describe, in detail, the recommended change or changes that were made, as applicable.
3. Indicate whether this is an isolated case or a general condition which could be improved by changing future specifications or drawings.
4. Submit sketches as necessary.
REFERENCE DATA
SPECIFICATION SECTION NO.
DRAWING NO.

Site Grading Plan –
Backfill Specifications

Figure 2

SKETCH NO.

PAGE NO.

1-1

PARAGRAPH NO.

ENTITLED

Cat II Material Placement Plan

DATED

July 2012

1.2

ENTITLED

DESCRIPTION
1.

DETAILED IDENTIFICATION OF THE AREA IN QUESTION
Currently Category II and III Rockfill stockpiles exist onsite that consist of two general types:
Mixed Rockfill Material (sand, gravel, cobbles, boulders to 36”+, crushed concrete, slag); and Screened Rockfill Material (3” to
36”+ gravel, cobbles, boulders, and slag). Currently these rockfill materials do not meet the referenced structural fill specifications.

2.

DETAILED SOLUTION PROPOSED OR ACCOMPLISHED
As discussed in the attached Technical Memorandum, the stockpiles of Category II and III Mixed and Screened rockfill material
are proposed for structural fill in deep fill zones that extend below a proposed 3’ to 5’ thick soil cap layer. The attached
“Supplement to Site Grading Plan Backfill Specifications for Screened and Mixed Rockfill” is proposed to allow for the use of
rockfill as structural fill.

3.

IS THE PROBLEM AN ISOLATED CASE OR GENERAL?

Isolated Case

ATTACHED SKETCHES AS NECESSARY (CIRCLE)
YES
DISTRIBUTION:

1.
2.
3.
4.

NO
(Attach extra sheets as necessary)

Designer
Proj Mgr.
Field Office
File

Steven Richey, PE
BY

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Stephen Montagna, PE

TITLE

Principal Civil Engineer
Geoenvironmental
Technical Expert/VP

Michael Berry, PE

TITLE

Principal Mechanical
Engineer

Technical Memorandum
Date:

April 17, 2014

To:

Steve Richey, P.E.

From:

Stephen Montagna, P.E.
ph: 267-685-1814

Re:

Proposed Rockfill Supplement to Structural Fill Specification
Former ASARCO Smelter Site, El Paso, Texas

Project No.:

6835001.2014

This technical memorandum presents the recommendations for Rockfill supplement to the
structural fill specification and the resulting recommendations for placement and compaction of
rockfill. The Malcolm Pirnie Geotechnical Team is providing recommendations for this design
specification modification given the results of the recent field observations made during
continued site operations. This technical memorandum summarizes the findings of the field
observations and presents the results of our engineering analysis for the modification to the
specification and the revised recommendations for placement and compaction of structural fill.
Project Area Description and Proposed Remedial Work
Demolition work and site grading has been ongoing for several years in anticipation of
potential future redevelopment of the Former ASARCO Smelter Site (Site). As part of the
demolition, groups of materials associated with the activities (e.g., concrete, soil, brick, slag,
etc.) as well as native soil and rock materials from grading operations are proposed for use as a
structural fill including rock backfill in portions of the Site.
Rock backfill is a technology which transports backfill materials such as stone, gravel, soil and
industrial solid waste (i.e., concrete, etc.) through manpower, gravity or mechanical equipment
in order to form compressible backfill body. The raw material usually prepared by crushing,
sieving and mixing by mechanical force according to the particle size distribution pattern. The
fill materials predominantly consist of processed materials from the plant demolition activities
along with materials generated from the required grading necessary to remove the former site
features and required general grading across the entire site. The resulting demolition and
earthwork created materials of varying size.
Those materials collected and stockpiled as part of the demolition work were segregated into
Category II and III (CAT II and III) Screened and Mixed Rockfill stockpiles for future use.
•

Screened stockpiles of rockfill consist of 3 to 36 inch size cobbles, boulders, slag and
no sand. The Screened rockfill shall be restricted to a 24 inch maximum particle size
and be placed in the deepest fills, to an elevation that is no higher than 7 feet below
finished grade.
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•

Mixed stockpiles of rockfill consist of concrete, crushed concrete (5-inch minus), sand,
gravel, cobbles and boulders (e.g., sandstone, andesite, slag, etc.) that range up to
approximately 3 feet in size. The Mixed rockfill shall be restricted to a 24 inch
maximum particle size. The Mixed rockfill materials would be placed in deeper
excavations to a maximum depth of approximately 3 to 5 feet below finished grade.

The final approximate 3 to 5 feet depth will consist of a clean soil cover. We understand that
maximum depth fill necessary to achieve final finished grade will be up to 12 feet. See photo
below for example of a Mixed rockfill stockpile.

Design Specification Modification

Original Design Specification (Backfill Specifications)
The original design specification, “Site Grading Plan – Backfill Specifications, Texas Custodial
Trust, Former ASARCO El Paso Site” dated July 2012, for structural fill material is presented
below:
“Structural fill will consist of relatively homogeneous, granular materials that are free of
debris, foreign objects and deleterious materials. Gravels, sands and crushed and broken
concrete and bricks meeting the material requirements for structural fill presented in Table 1
are acceptable. The ratio of crushed and broken concrete and bricks shall be established by
field trial but shall not exceed 30% by weight of the matrix unless approved by the Engineer of
Record….Occasional wood pieces or roots less than 0.5 inches in cross section and 2 inches in
length are acceptable provided the pieces are not clustered and do not comprise more than
0.003 percent of the fill volume..”
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The Screened and Mixed rockfill material will be placed in the portions of the site requiring
significant backfill (i.e., fill deeper than approximately 3 to 5 feet below finished grade). See
Figure 1 for approximate placement areas. These rockfill materials are considered structurally
capable of supporting the planned future development for the site (e.g., pavements, lightly
loaded one/two story structures, etc.), however, due to the high percentage of cobble to boulder
size materials and potential constituent levels within the materials, these materials will be
placed no shallower than approximately 3 to 5 feet below final finished grade. Following
placement of the rockfill materials, a clean soil cover will be placed to finished grade.
The original specification indicated that structural fill materials should have a particle size of
no greater than 3 inches in diameter for the largest particle. A specification modification was
provided (Design Clarification No. 5) wherein the largest particle size was increased to
12 inches maximum size and those particles should be limited to less than 12 percent of the
overall fill matrix by volume.
Likely Planned Construction – Buildings
It’s important to understand that the presence of large particles in the upper reaches (i.e., the
top approximately 3 to 5 feet) of the backfill could cause stress concentrations from the load
exerted by the footings on the underlying structural backfill. Soils on either side of the large
particle may settle, but the large particle itself may distribute the load and not settle, thus
causing a concentration of bending stress in the footing itself potentially resulting in a crack
from the differential settlement. Therefore, it’s important to maintain uniform backfill
conditions in the soil cover immediately below the footings until the stress has dissipated by
more than half (i.e., to at least 4 feet of the bottom of the footing).
According to local building codes for El Paso, the typical frost depth is 6 inches below finished
exterior grade, however, for structural purposes (i.e., the typical minimum depth necessary to
set reinforcing steel) the minimum depth of footings for the site has been assumed to be
12 inches below final exterior grade. Therefore, approximately 2 to 4 feet of soil cover is
planned below building foundations. Considering the planned lightly loaded structures, and the
likelihood of relatively narrow (i.e., 2 feet wide) strip/continuous footings to support the new
structures, the expected stresses from those new footings will exert less than 1/3 the load at the
interface of the soil cover and rockfill materials (i.e., approximately 4 feet below final finished
grade). This is based on a Boussinesq stress distribution curve, which is considered a
conservative estimation of the anticipated stresses.
Likely Planned Construction – Parking/Pavements
The presence of large particles within the upper reaches of the backfill could pose a challenge
for excavation of utilities and could also create uneven settlement problems for pavement
support as well. The placement of large particles within the upper fill materials would create
more problematic excavation for utility trenches. Excavation of large particles can destabilize
the side walls of the trench as the particle is extracted. In addition, similar to building
footings/foundations, the presence of these large particles can cause stress concentrations in the
pavement sections that result in distortion to the surface pavement, along with cracking.
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We understand that buried utility lines, including storm sewer lines, will be constructed no
deeper than 5 feet below final finished grade and will be restricted to the 3 to 5 feet thick clean
cover layer. Therefore, given the planned approach of keeping the Screened and Mixed rockfill
materials deeper than approximately 3 to 5 feet below final finished grade, the proposed
rockfill will not be encountered as part of any future excavation work for new utilities or storm
sewer lines. In addition, this placement scenario for the proposed rockfill materials will
provide adequate buffer between the pavement and larger particles, thus reducing the potential
for stress concentrations.
Stress Distribution
One of the primary input parameters for settlement analysis is the increase in vertical stress at
the midpoint of the layer being evaluated caused by the imposed loads. It is generally quite
conservative to assume the increase in vertical stress at depth is equal to the bearing pressure
exerted by the structure at the ground surface. In addition to the bearing pressure exerted at the
ground surface, other factors influencing the stress distribution at depth include the geometry
(length and width) of the footing, depth below the ground surface to the layer being evaluated
and horizontal distance from the center of the load to the point in question. Several methods
are available to estimate the stress distribution.
Boussinesq (1885) developed equations for evaluating the stress state in a homogenous,
isotropic, linearly elastic half-space for a point load acting perpendicular to the surface.
Elasticity based methods should be used to estimate the vertical stress increase in subsurface
strata due to loading or load in combination with other surcharge loads. While most soils are
not elastic materials, the theory of elasticity is the most widely used methodology to estimate
the stress distribution in a soil deposit from a surface load.
However, in certain conditions where a dense layer exists within the stress distribution depth,
greater stress uptake occurs in the denser layer. Westergaard’s equations (Westegaard, 1938)
provide for these types of interbedded/layered substrata conditions. Note in the stress curve
comparison shown below where, using a Westergaard analysis, stresses dissipate at a higher
rate in the upper more dense layers in comparison to the Bousinessq analysis which does not
take the presence of the dense layer into account.
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Given the Screened and Mixed rockfill stockpiles of materials available for use as structural
fill, along with the placement strategy considered herein, the use of a Westergaard analysis for
the stress distribution is believed to be appropriate. Therefore, settlements due to new building
and pavement loads will be mostly distributed within the soil cover structural fill and will have
little influence on the underlying Screened and Mixed rockfill materials. Regardless, the
proposed rockfill materials will follow an engineered placement and compaction strategy to
maximize the particle interaction and the increase the inherent strength of the underlying fill
materials.
To further reduce potential settlement, a nonwoven fabric (as described in the section below)
will be placed in between the soil cover and Mixed rockfill and between the Mixed and
Screened rockfill to reduce the potential for loss of soil fines to the limited openings between
the larger particles within the rockfill.
Rockfill Supplement to Structural Fill Specification
The reduced stress condition noted above, that occurs at the interface between the rockfill and
the soil cover, provided the design team an opportunity to review the gradational requirements
for the rockfill. Following further review of the remaining materials in the stockpiles, the
Malcolm Pirnie Geotechnical team believes that particles on the order of 24 inches in diameter
are acceptable for use in the rockfill matrix provided the larger particles are placed such that no
nesting or voids are allowed to occur around the isolated particles. Placement of these larger
particles within the lower/deeper fill materials is acceptable provided that a soil cover of 3 to
5 feet is placed over the rockfill to obtain final finished grade
Placement, Compaction and Segregation Layer
The conventional earthfill field and laboratory test methods for controlling lift thickness,
gradation, moisture content, and compaction are not applicable to rockfills and must be
modified to a site specific compactive effort specification using large-scale test fills. Based on
rockfill construction experience and engineering studies on several large-scale test fills, a
general set of guidelines can be established for rockfill placement and compaction as discussed
below.
Screened Rockfill forDeep Fill Areas
It is recommended that Screened stockpiles of rockfill be restricted to 3 inch to 24 inch size
material and be placed in the deepest fills, to an elevation that is no higher than 7 feet below
finished grade (see Figure 2). Maximum loose lift thickness is governed by maximum rock
size and type of compaction equipment. Optimum Screened rockfill loose lift thicknesses are
generally approximately 18 to 30 inches (0.5 to 0.8 m). Experience indicates the most efficient
rockfill compactors are vibratory steel drum rollers with vibrations in the range of 1,200 to
1,500 vpm, roller speed of about 2 mph, a minimum static drum weight of 8 tons on level
ground, and a minimum operating dynamic force of 15 tons. Unfortunately, vibratory
compaction techniques are unacceptable in the El Paso, Texas area. Therefore, lift thickness
should be reduced to no greater than 18 inches. These materials should be placed and spread
by the bulldozer in a single loose lift as indicated above. The lift shall first be
tracked/compacted by three passes of the bulldozer. The movement of the bulldozer caterpillar
drive tracks across the surface of the rockfill will impart a limited vibratory/dynamic
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compactive effort on the rockfill. Following the tracking by the bulldozer, the lift should be
compacted by a minimum of five full passes (three in one direction and two in the opposite
direction) of the Cat 815 sheepsfoot compactor until a nonyielding surface is attained as
determined by the CQA Engineer. The loaded 40T haul trucks shall travel over the recently
placed fill in order to provide complete full width compaction coverage of the fill pad. The fill
pad should be observed for yield under the load of the Cat 815 sheepsfoot compactor and
loaded haul trucks. Continued reduction in thickness or movement of the fill pad under the
load of the compactor or loaded haul truck indicates continued compaction is necessary.
Compaction of the lift shall continue until no yield is observed. Each lift shall be approved by
the CQA engineer prior to initiating the next lift.
Following placement of rockfill materials, a nonwoven geotextile (Mirafi 1120N or suitable
equivalent) shall be placed over the surface of the Screened rockfill materials (with a minimum
12 inch overlap between roll segments (end to end and side to side)) as both a demarcation
layer and a segregation layer to prevent soil fines from the Mixed rockfill from potentially
migrating into the underlying Screened rockfill layer.
Mixed Rockfill Material
Mixed rockfill should be placed in approximate 12 inch thick loose horizontal lifts and spread
to promote blending of the soil and rock materials. The larger particles should be restricted to
approximately 24 inches in size. The bulldozer tracking will provide the initial compactive
effort after the material is spread. Once the lift placement is completed, the lift should be
compacted by use of the Cat 815 self-propelled steel sheepsfoot compactor. The Cat 815 shall
make at least 5 full passes, 3 passes over and back and 2 passes perpendicular to the alignment
of the lift, to ensure compaction of materials in between the larger particles. The loaded 40T
haul trucks shall travel over the recently placed fill in order to provide complete full width
compaction coverage of the fill pad. The fill pad should be observed for yield under the load of
the Cat 815 sheepsfoot compactor and loaded haul trucks.
The photo below shows a dozer spreading a 12 inch thickness of Mixed rockfill over the first
compacted lift of a test pad.
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Due to the size and high percentage of the aggregate in the Screened and Mixed rockfill, the
use of standard compaction testing equipment will not render accurate results. Likewise, the
larger aggregate fill compaction cannot be referenced accurately to a Proctor curve. Therefore,
the placement and compaction of the rockfill under this modified specification will require
accurate observation and documentation of the placement and performance of the lift under the
stress of the bulldozer and the compactor.
Continued reduction in thickness or movement of the fill pad under the load of the compactor
or loaded haul truck indicates continued compaction is necessary. Compaction of the lift shall
continue until no yield is observed. Each lift shall be approved by the CQA engineer prior to
initiating the next lift. Following approval of the initial lift, a second 12 inch thick loose lift of
Mixed rockfill may be placed and compacted similar to the first/initial lift. Upon completion of
successive lifts to a depth of approximately 3 to 5 feet below finished grade, a nonwoven
geotextile (Mirafi 1120N or suitable equivalent) shall be placed over the surface of the rockfill
(with a minimum 12 inch overlap between roll segments [side to side and end to end]) as both a
demarcation layer and a segregation layer to prevent soil fines from the soil cover from
potentially migrating into the underlying larger aggregate-filled rockfill layer. The nonwoven
fabric will also act as a demarcation layer that provides warning to any person excavating on
the site in the future that further excavation beyond the nonwoven geotextile depth is
prohibited.
General
Malcolm Pirnie has prepared this technical memorandum in accordance with generally
accepted geotechnical engineering practices and makes no other warranties, either expressed or
implied, as to the professional advice provided under the terms of our agreement and included
in this technical memorandum.
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1. Structural Rockfill
1.1.

Introduction

This section addresses the supplemental material specifications and applicable
Construction Quality Assurance (CQA) requirements for the structural fill (to be used
in areas deeper than 3 feet below final grade) that will be used to backfill excavations,
holes and basements as a result of demolition and asset recovery activities at the site. The
structural fill material specification for soils to be placed from 3 feet below final grade to
final grade remains unchanged.
The supplemental specifications provided herein allow the use of Category II and III
(CAT II and III) Screened and Mixed rockfill material to be placed in the portions of the
site requiring significant backfill (i.e., fill deeper than approximately 3 feet below
finished grade). These rockfill materials are considered structurally capable of
supporting the planned future development for the site (e.g., pavements, lightly loaded
one/two story structures, etc.), however, due to the high percentage of cobble to boulder
size materials, Screened and Mixed rockfill material will be placed no shallower than
approximately 7 and 3 feet below final finished grade, respectively. Following placement
of the rockfill materials, a compacted clean soil fill will be placed to finished grade. The
following topics are discussed in the remainder of this section:
•

Structural Rockfill Material Specifications

•

Preconstruction CQA Evaluation of Material Sources

•

Field CQA Evaluation/Monitoring During Construction

•

Field CQA Testing of Work Product

•

Deficiencies, Problems and Repairs

•

Structural Fill Documentation

1.2.

Revised Structural Fill Material Specifications

1.2.1. Revised Material Requirements
Structural fill will consist of Screened and Mixed rockfill materials that are free of debris,
foreign objects and deleterious materials:
•

Screened stockpiles of rockfill consist of 3 to 36 inch size cobbles, boulders, slag
and no sand. The Screened rockfill shall be restricted to a 24 inch maximum
particle size and be placed in the deepest fills, to an elevation that is no higher
than 7 feet below finished grade.

•

Mixed stockpiles of rockfill consist of concrete, crushed concrete (5-inch minus),
sand, gravel, cobbles and boulders (e.g., sandstone, andesite, slag, etc.) that range
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up to approximately 3 feet in size. The Mixed rockfill shall be restricted to a
24 inch maximum particle size.
Screened and Mixed rockfill (sand, gravel, cobbles, and crushed and or broken
concrete and bricks), wherein the largest particle size is 24 inches maximum, are
considered acceptable when placed and compacted has described herein. It should be
noted that soil quality and compaction requirements for the final 3 feet of structural soil
fill, as remain unchanged from the original Site Grading Backfill Specification dated
July 2012.
All exposed reinforcing steel will be cut and removed from the broken concrete
material. All root clumps, vegetation, and wood clusters shall be removed from the
material. All wood pieces or roots larger than 2 inches in cross section and 8 inches in
length shall be removed. Occasional wood pieces or roots less than 2 inches in cross
section and 8 inches in length are acceptable provided the pieces are not clustered.
Where materials are clustered, hand removal of said materials will be performed.
1.2.2. Compaction Requirements for Screened Rockfill
These materials should be placed and spread by the bulldozer in a single loose horizontal
of 18 inches or less. The lift shall first be tracked/compacted by 3 passes of the
bulldozer. The movement of the bulldozer caterpillar drive tracks across the surface of
the rockfill will impart a limited vibratory/dynamic compactive effort on the rockfill.
Following the tracking by the bulldozer, the lift shall be compacted by a minimum of five
full passes (three in one direction and two in the opposite direction) of the Cat 815
sheepsfoot compactor. The loaded 40T haul trucks shall travel over the recently placed
fill in order to provide complete full width compaction coverage of the fill pad. The fill
pad should be observed for yield under the load of the Cat 815 sheepsfoot compactor and
loaded haul trucks. Continued reduction in thickness or movement of the fill pad under
the load of the compactor or loaded haul truck indicates continued compaction is
necessary. Compaction of the lift shall continue until no yield is observed. Each lift shall
be approved by the CQA engineer prior to initiating the next lift.
Following placement of Screened rockfill materials, a nonwoven geotextile (meeting the
requirements of a Mirafi 1120N or equivalent) shall be placed over the surface of the
Screened rockfill materials (with a minimum 12 inch overlap between roll segments (end
to end and side to side) as both a demarcation layer and a segregation layer to prevent soil
fines from the Mixed rockfill from potentially migrating into the underlying Screened
aggregate-filled rockfill material layer.
1.2.3. Compaction Requirements for Mixed Rockfill
Mixed rockfill should be placed in approximate 12 inch thick loose horizontal lifts and
spread to promote blending of the soil and rock materials. The larger particles should be
restricted to approximately 24 inches in size. The bulldozer tracking will provide the
initial compactive effort after the material is spread. Once the lift placement is
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completed, the lift should be compacted by use of the Cat 815 self-propelled steel
sheepsfoot compactor. The Cat 815 shall make at least five full passes, three passes over
and back and two passes perpendicular to the alignment of the lift, to ensure compaction
of materials in between the larger particles. The loaded 40T haul trucks shall travel over
the recently placed fill in order to provide complete full width compaction coverage of
the fill pad. The fill pad should be observed for yield under the load of the Cat 815
sheepsfoot compactor and loaded haul trucks. Continued reduction in thickness or
movement of the fill pad under the load of the compactor or loaded haul truck indicates
continued compaction is necessary. Compaction of the lift shall continue until no yield is
observed. Each lift shall be approved by the CQA engineer prior to initiating the next
lift.
Upon completion of successive lifts to a depth of approximately 3 feet below finished
grade, a nonwoven geotextile (meeting the requirements of a Mirafi 1120N or equivalent)
shall be placed over the surface of the rockfill (with a minimum 12 inch overlap between
roll segments (end to end and side to side) as both a demarcation layer and a segregation
layer to prevent soil fines from the soil cover from potentially migrating into the
underlying larger aggregate-filled rockfill layer. The nonwoven fabric will also act as a
demarcation layer that provides warning to any person excavating onsite in the future that
further excavation beyond the nonwoven geotextile depth is prohibited.

1.3.

Preconstruction CQA Evaluation of Materials

Prior to construction of the structural fill, CQA personnel will obtain a soil sample from
the proposed source(s). Each source will be evaluated for potential use as
structural fill by performing a preconstruction field pilot test pad.

1.4.

Field CQA Evaluation/Monitoring During Construction

CQA personnel will be onsite at all times when structural fill construction is ongoing so
that all relevant activities can be observed and documented. CQA personnel will visually
monitor and document that construction of the structural fill is in accordance with the
revised specifications and requirements set forth previously in this Plan. These
observations will include, but not be limited to:
•

Visual inspection of the basements and subgrade for evidence that it is free of
debris, organic matter, standing (ponded) water and excessive moisture.
Basement slabs shall be broken or drilled to prevent accumulation of water
during filling and to facilitate drainage;

•

Continuous visual inspection during subgrade proof-rolling for evidence (e.g.,
pumping, rutting, and deflection of subgrade surface, etc.) that the subgrade
provides sufficient foundation to place and construct structural fill;

•

Appropriate field tests (e.g., proofrolling, etc.) in suspect soil areas, as necessary;

•

Over-excavation of unsuitable subgrade and replacement of the unsuitable
material with structural fill;
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•

Scarifying of the subgrade surface prior to placing the first lift of structural fill;

•

Visual observation of the Screened and Mixed material for consistency of particle
size distribution, appearance, moisture content and other physical properties with
the material approved during the preconstruction qualifying process;

•

Thickness of the loosely-placed soil lift and the compacted soil lift for evidence
that the loose lift thickness does not exceed the required thickness;

•

Type and level of compactive effort, including type and weight of compactor and
number of passes as described herein for both Screened and Mixed materials;

•

Scarifying or roughening of completed lift prior to placement of next lift;

•

Soil moisture conditioning as needed;

•

Areas where excess moisture or insufficient moisture may have occurred;

•

Preparation of the top 3 feet of structural clean soil fill with materials free from
large stone, rock, and broken concrete or other materials that significantly affect
scarifying, compacting, and finishing the surface of the structural fill.

1.5. Field CQA Testing of Work Product
1.5.1. Routine Field Testing
Observation and documentation shall be performed on each lift of Screened and
Mixed material during placement and compaction work. Due to particle size and
gradation of screened and unscreened materials, field density testing of these
materials is not applicable and shall, therefore, not be performed.
1.5.2. Special Testing
A special testing/proofrolling frequency will be implemented at the discretion of CQA
personnel when observations indicate potential problems, or as requested by the Project
Manager. Additional testing/proofrolling for suspected areas will be considered when:
•

The fill materials differ substantially from those specified or from the materials
evaluated during preconstruction testing;

•

The lift thickness is greater than specified;

•

The material is at improper and/or highly variable moisture content or contains
organic matter or other deleterious material;

•

Fewer than the anticipated number of roller passes are made; or

•

The degree of compaction is doubtful.

During construction, the frequency of testing may also be increased in the following
situations:
•

Adverse weather conditions;
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•
•
•
•
•

1.6.

Breakdown of equipment;
At the start and finish of grading;
If the material fails to meet specification requirements;
The work area is reduced; or
As otherwise requested by the Project Manager.

Deficiencies, Problems and Repairs

If a deficiency or noncompliance with the structural fill is discovered, CQA personnel
will promptly evaluate the extent and nature of the defect. The extent of the deficient
material or constructed area will be evaluated by additional tests, observations, a review
of records or other means deemed appropriate.
Sections of structural fill that do not pass the required field tests/proofrolling will be
reworked as appropriate (e.g., water added, additional compaction passes, etc.) and
retested until the section in question does pass. If a failure occurs, the failing area will
be defined. This will be accomplished by performing additional tests between the failed
test and the nearest adjacent passing test locations. If those additional tests pass, then the
area between the failed test and the additional passing tests must be reworked and
retested until passing. If the additional tests fail, then additional tests must be performed
halfway between the initial additional tests and the adjacent passing tests to further define
the failing area. This procedure must be repeated until the failing area is defined,
reworked and retested with passing results. For the final 3 feet of structural clean soil
fill, all field moisture-density results will be reported whether they indicate passing or
failing values. The Project Manager will be made aware of any significant recurring
deficiencies, problems or nonconformance with the specifications.

1.7. Screened and Mixed Rockfill Documentation
The Soils CQA Consultant will document that the CQA requirements associated with
the Screened and Mixed rockfill have been addressed and satisfied. This includes the
following required types of documentation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surveys of In-Place Structures
Daily Field Reports
Photographic Logs
Structural Fill Data Sheets
Installation of Nonwoven Geofabric
Final CQA Report

Details of the required contents of each of the above types of documentation are
provided in Section 2. Upon completion of all required liner system construction, a Final
CQA Report that includes structural fill documentation will be prepared by the Soils CQA
Consultant.
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2. CQA Documentation
2.1. Introduction
CQA personnel will document that all quality assurance requirements have been
addressed and satisfied. Also, during construction, CQA personnel will maintain, at the
site, a complete file of the construction documents (specifications, drawings, etc.), the
Plan, test procedures, daily reports, testing logs and other pertinent forms and
documents.
CQA personnel will prepare the following types of documentation:
•

Surveys of In-Place Structures

•

Daily Field Report

•

Photographic Log

•

Soils CQA Records (observation logs and testing data sheets)

•

Final CQA Report

The required contents of the CQA documentation is described in the remainder of this
section.

2.2. Surveys of In-Place Structures
It is anticipated that the site will be redeveloped with commercial and industrial buildings,
roads and facilities. To assure that future developers are aware of subsurface conditions,
surveys of recently changed topography (that differ from the latest topographic maps
prepared in April 2011 and/or July 2012) shall be completed before backfill is placed and
compacted. In addition, structures (e.g., footings, foundations, slabs) that are left in-place
shall be surveyed and described in field documentation. Other features deemed important
to future development of the site shall also be surveyed and described in field
documentation. Survey data and descriptions shall be accumulated on a site map for
inclusion in the Final CQA Report.

2.3.

Daily Field Report

The CQA Consultant(s) will prepare a brief Daily Field Report for each day of liner
system or final cover system construction. This report will be prepared by the CQA Site
Manager (or their designee). The Daily Field Report may include information such as
the following:
•

Date, project name, location and other identification;

•

A brief narrative of the events and activities, including construction activities,
meetings and observations that occurred during a given day;
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•

A summary of the locations where construction and installation occurred during
the day or reference to other logs showing/describing their location;

•

A reduced-scale site map, if necessary;

•

Weather conditions;

•

Equipment and personnel in each work area, including subcontractors;

•

Name of parties to any discussions;

•

Relevant subject matter or issues;

•

Activities planned and performed;

•

Constraints or suggestions;

•

•

A description of concerns or potential problems, as follows:
- A description of the situation or deficiency;
- The location and probable cause of the situation or deficiency;
- How and when the situation or deficiency was found or located;
- Documentation of the response to the situation or deficiency;
- Final results of any responses;
- Any measures taken to prevent a similar situation for occurring in the
future;
Scheduling information;

•

Offsite materials received, including quality verification documentation;

•

Decisions made regarding acceptance of units of work, and/or corrective actions
to be taken in instances of substandard quality; and

•

The signature of the CQA personnel who authored the report.

2.4. Photographic Documentation
A Photographic Log will be maintained by the CQA Site Manager(s). These
photographs will serve as a chronological pictorial record of work progress, problems,
and mitigation activities. These records will be presented to the Project Manager upon
completion of the project. Select photographs will be included in the Final CQA
Report.

2.5. Installation of Nonwoven Geofabric
Installation of nonwoven geofabric will be documented to ensure use of required
material and proper placement.

2.6. Soils CQA Records
Soils CQA Records (observation logs and testing data sheets) kept for soils related
activities will be completed by CQA personnel. The information will be recorded as
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testing is done in the field or as results are received from the laboratory. The records
will be available for review onsite, and copies will be included in the Final CQA
Report. The relevant forms that may be needed during the soils portions of the project
are listed below:
•

•

Field test log(s) for each soils component and category of tests, including:
- An identifying number for cross-referencing and document control;
- Date, project name, location and other identification;
- Reference to specific locations of areas of work being tested and/or observed
and documented (identified by lift and location);
- Locations where tests and samples were taken;
- The test results, including indication of passing or failing test results (with
cross-reference for the failing test to a corresponding repair and passing test);
Laboratory test data sheets and/or results (e.g., particle size, Atterberg limits,
compaction, oven moisture content, sand cone density, etc.);

•

Summary tables of laboratory tests, with comparison to the specifications and
indication of passing or failing test results;

•

Equipment calibration information; and

•

The CQA Monitor(s) initials or signature.

2.7. Final CQA Report
Upon completion of all required construction and evaluation, and before placing a
completed area into service, the CQA Consultant(s) will prepare and submit a Final
CQA Report to the Project Manager.
Each Final CQA Report will be signed and sealed by the CQA Engineer(s) under
whose direction the CQA activities were conducted. Each Final CQA Report will
contain a narrative describing the conduct of work and testing programs required by the
Plan, Record Drawings and appendices of photographs, laboratory tests and field
data. At a minimum, this report will specifically identify, address and include the
necessary supporting information and certifications required, to include:
•

A summary narrative of the construction activities, including a discussion of
required CQA and CQC testing (procedures, protocols, required and actual
testing frequencies, failed tests, procedures to correct failed areas, documentation
of retests, etc.);

•

Observation logs and testing data sheets showing all testing results,
including documentation of any failed tests and documentation that areas
represented by failed tests were corrected and retested;

•

A discussion of changes from design and material specifications;

•

Record Drawings; and
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•

A certification statement sealed and signed by each licensed Texas P.E. who served
as the CQA Engineer(s), indicating that the facility was constructed in
accordance with the permitted design as reflected on the construction documents
(drawings, specifications, Plan, etc.) and any properly authorized clarifications or
changes.
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DESIGN CLARIFICATION NO. __2__
Cat II Site Grading
PROJECT

ASARCO El Paso Smelter Remediation Site –
Cat II Site Grading

LOCATION

El Paso, Texas

CONTRACTOR

Arcadis Construction and Environmental Services
(ACES)

PAGE _1_ OF _1_
PAGES

PROJECT NO.

6835001.2014

DATE _5-14-14______
CROSS REFERENCE
TO DAILY REPORT
NO. _______

INSTRUCTIONS
Whenever any corrective change is made in field construction which is at variance with the specifications and drawings as originally issued, a
complete detailed design clarification shall be filed, listing the following items, so that the designer can review and approve the clarification.
1. Identify the area in question: Indicate why originally specified construction was not used or modified.
2. The Solution: Describe, in detail, the recommended change or changes that were made, as applicable.
3. Indicate whether this is an isolated case or a general condition which could be improved by changing future specifications or drawings.
4. Submit sketches as necessary.
REFERENCE DATA
Site Grading Plan –
Backfill Specifications

SPECIFICATION TITLE
DRAWING NO.

ENTITLED

SKETCH NO.

DATED

PAGE NO.

1-1

July 2012

PARAGRAPH NO.

1.4

ENTITLED

DESCRIPTION
1.

DETAILED IDENTIFICATION OF THE AREA IN QUESTION
Currently the Plant Site Cat II Grading area includes hardscape, i.e., Portland cement concrete, asphalt concrete that will have Cat
II fill material placed on the hardscape. Design Clarification No. 2 prepared for Plant Site Basement backfill was approved for
perforating concrete basement slabs on a spacing of 20’ x 20’.

2.

DETAILED SOLUTION PROPOSED OR ACCOMPLISHED
As discussed in the attached Technical Memorandum, perforating hardscape on a spacing of 40’x40’ should be sufficient to drain
minimal surface water that may pass through up to 5’ of clean cap soil.

3.

IS THE PROBLEM AN ISOLATED CASE OR GENERAL?

Isolated

ATTACHED SKETCHES AS NECESSARY (CIRCLE)
YES
DISTRIBUTION:

1.
2.
3.
4.

NO

Designer
Proj Mgr.
Field Office
File

(Attach extra sheets as necessary)

Steven Richey, PE
BY

ACKNOWLEDGED

Stephen Montagna, PE

TITLE

Principal Civil Engineer
Geoenvironmental
Technical Expert/VP

Michael Berry, PE

TITLE

Principal Mechanical
Engineer
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ARCADIS
10 Friends Lane
Suite 200
Newtown, PA 18940
Tel 267.685.1800

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
To: Steve Richey, PE

Fax 267.685.1801

Copies:

From: Stephen R. Montagna, PE

Date:

ARCADIS Project No.:
06835001.2014.47CQ1

May 8, 2014
Subject:
Hydrologic Evaluation of Soil Cap Performance (HELP) Model
Former Asarco Smelter; El Paso, Texas
Attachments:
1) 5 Year Average Annual Totals Per Acre
2) Table 4. Default Soil Characteristics

This technical memorandum is a summarized evaluation of the proposed soil cap at the Former Asarco
Smelter; El Paso, Texas. ARCADIS developed models utilizing the Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill
Performance (HELP) Model. Information presented in this technical memorandum is intended to provide
the project team with an estimate of the quantity of precipitation that may pass through the cap and
accumulate on underlying hardscape (i.e, asphalt concrete, Portland cement concrete surfaces).
Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill Performance (HELP) Model
The HELP model is a quasi-two-dimensional program developed for evaluating the performance of
constructed landfill systems. Primarily the HELP model’s purpose is for comparison of landfill designs.
Landfill design parameters are entered in conjunction with weather data to generate predicted leakage
through the cap layers.
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Assumptions
The following assumptions were made when modeling the former smelter site with the HELP Model:


Precipitation data was obtained from historic tables for El Paso, TX



Temperature, evapotranspiration and solar radiation data were generated by the HELP Model for
El Paso, TX



SCS runoff curve number was computed from default soil data with bare ground conditions, a
surface slope of 0.5% and a slope length of 300ft



Vegetative cover was considered to be in poor condition with a leaf area index of 0.00



The silty sand soil cap was modeled as a vertical percolation layer using soil data given by the
HELP Model which has the following properties for the soils chosen as the capping materials:
o Thickness= 60.00 inches
o Porosity= 0.4530 vol/vol
o Field Capacity= 0.1900 vol/vol
o Wilting Point= 0.0850 vol/vol
o Effective Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity = 7.2 E-04 cm/sec

Conditions Modeled
The vertical percolation layer was modeled using two Initial Soil Water Contents. After initial modeling it
was apparent that the addition of water during construction would have a significant effect on the amount
of water accumulated on the underlying impervious surfaces. Initial soil water contents of 0.23 vol/vol and
0.115 vol/vol were chosen to represent post construction and expected static conditions.
Results
Results of the two models are shown in the attached table. The HELP program is modeled as 1 acre so all
results are on a per acre basis. The findings are based on two different scenarios:
1) The lower amount of water making its way to the hardscape represents an initial moisture content of 6%
and the higher amount represents an initial moisture content of 12% on a dry weight basis, HELP's input is
compacted soil volume/ water volume so:
120.5 lb soil/cf soil * 12% lb water/lb soil= 14.4 lb water / cf soil
14.4 lb water/cf soil * 1/62.4 cf water/lb water= 0.23 cf water/cf soil
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2) This leakage number on the "average annual totals & (std. deviations) for 1974 through 1978.
Percolation/Leakage through layer 1". HELP gives this output in cubic feet.
12% gives 4406 c.f. or 33,000 gal
6% gives 104 c.f. or 780 gal
This is on a per acre basis.
Conclusions
For the two scenarios the amount of leakage though the cap varies greatly depending on initial conditions.
At anticipated static conditions, leakage amounts total several hundred gallons per acre annually. Based
on the higher assumed moisture content, post-construction leak amounts totals average over 30,000
gallons. However, when reviewing the various iterations of modeling, the data shows that the cap is just
thick enough to evapotranspirate nearly all precipitation, which is supported by general standards of
geotechnical engineering practice (i.e., when looking at the precipitation vs evapotranspiration numbers
year to year they are nearly identical). The leakage noted as “annual”, only represents the first 5 years
after construction so the average is very high for the 12% scenario. By running these two models out on a
long enough time frame, the delta in leakage would be initial water storage - natural water storage.
Per the model, any water added during construction to bring the soil above the moisture content will
stabilize (natural water storage), and ends up on the hardscape layer. But in reality this will end up
perching and wicking into the surrounding soil.
Clearly, the higher the % moisture the higher the "potential" for water to make its way to the hardscape.
However, even with a higher % moisture, the technical team can assume a fairly wide spacing for
penetrations. This will by no means be a "bathtub". A 40 ft x 40 ft spacing should provide adequate
drainage in the concrete and asphalt hardscape areas.
Model Limitations and Considerations
Due to the limited site soil property information available, the cap could be more accurately modeled by
obtaining soil properties more relevant to the model’s inputs listed in the assumptions. The HELP model
has a minimum slope input of 0.5%. It can be expected that slopes less than this would generate less
runoff. To represent a cap constructed at 0% slope the runoff totals should be considered negligible.
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TABLE 4. DEFAULT SOIL, WASTE, AND GEOSYNTHETIC CHARACTERISTICS

Classification

Field
Capacity

Wilting
Point

Saturated
Hydraulic
Conductivity

HELP

USDA

USCS

vol/vol

vol/vol

vol/vol

cm/sec

1

CoS

SP

0.417

0.045

0.018

1.0x10-2

2

S

SW

0.437

0.062

0.024

5.8x10-3

3

FS

SW

0.457

0.083

0.033

3.1x10-3

4

LS

SM

0.437

0.105

0.047

1.7x10-3

5

LFS

SM

0.457

0.131

0.058

1.0x10-3

6

SL

SM

0.453

0.190

0.085

7.2x10-4

7

FSL

SM

0.473

0.222

0.104

5.2x10-4

8

L

ML

0.463

0.232

0.116

3.7x10-4

9

SiL

ML

0.501

0.284

0.135

1.9x10-4

10

SCL

SC

0.398

0.244

0.136

1.2x10-4

11

CL

CL

0.464

0.310

0.187

6.4x10-5

12

SiCL

CL

0.471

0.342

0.210

4.2x10-5

13

SC

SC

0.430

0.321

0.221

3.3x10-5

14

SiC

CH

0.479

0.371

0.251

2.5x10-5

15

C

CH

0.475

0.378

0.265

1.7x10-5

16

Barrier Soil

0.427

0.418

0.367

1.0x10-7

17

Bentonite Mat (0.6 cm)

0.750

0.747

0.400

3.0x10-9

18

Municipal Waste
(900 lb/yd3 or 312 kg/m3)

0.671

0.292

0.077

1.0x10-3

Municipal Waste
(channeling and dead zones)

0.168

0.073

0.019

1.0x10-3

20

Drainage Net (0.5 cm)

0.850

0.010

0.005

1.0x10+1

21

Gravel

0.397

0.032

0.013

3.0x10-1

ML

0.419

0.307

0.180

1.9x10-5

ML

0.461

0.360

0.203

9.0x10-6

SC

0.365

0.305

0.202

2.7x10-6

19

22

L*
*

23

SiL

24

SCL*

25

CL

CL

0.437

0.373

0.266

3.6x10-6

26

SiCL*

*

CL

0.445

0.393

0.277

1.9x10-6

27

*

SC

SC

0.400

0.366

0.288

7.8x10-7

28

SiC*

CH

0.452

0.411

0.311

1.2x10-6

29

C*

CH

0.451

0.419

0.332

6.8x10-7

Coal-Burning Electric Plant
Fly Ash*

0.541

0.187

0.047

5.0x10-5

Coal-Burning Electric Plant
Bottom Ash*

0.578

0.076

0.025

4.1x10-3

Municipal Incinerator
Fly Ash*

0.450

0.116

0.049

1.0x10-2

33

Fine Copper Slag*

0.375

0.055

0.020

4.1x10-2

34

Drainage Net (0.6 cm)

0.850

0.010

0.005

3.3x10+1

30
31
32

*

Total
Porosity

Moderately Compacted

(Continued)
30

Appendix B
Representative Project Photographs

North Pad Photolog

Photographic Log
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/21/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

1

Close-up

Description:
Perforation hole in asphalt
concrete.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/21/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

2

Close-up

Description:
Screened rock stockpile

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/21/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

3

East

Description:
Dozer spreading screened
rock at SE portion of South
Pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/22/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

4

Close up

Description:
Close up view of screened
rock surface.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/22/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

5

East

Description:
Compactor compacting first
lift of screened rock at test
strip.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/22/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

6

Northeast

Description:
Loaded 40T haul truck
compacting first lift of
screened rock at test strip.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/23/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

7

North

Description:
Fill placement activities at SE
portion of South pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/3/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

8

Close up

Description:
Geotextile placed over
screened rock.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/3/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

9

Northeast

Description:
Installed geotextile over
screened rock at SE portion of
South Pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/3/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

10

West

Description:
Screened rock fill covered
with geotextile at SE portion
of South pad.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/4/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

11

North

Description:
Moisture conditioning of fill
at North Pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/4/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

12

North

Description:
Cat 815 sheepsfoot compactor
compacting lift of fill at North
Pad.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/4/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

13

West

Description:
Mixed rockfill placement
operation at SE portion of
South Pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/5/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

14

Southeast

Description:
Loaded 40T haul truck
compacting surface fill.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/5/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

15

North

Description:
Excavator with hammer
attachment perforating
hardscape at North Pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/5/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

16

Close up

Description:
Perforation in concrete slab.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/5/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

17

West

Description:
Mixed rockfill placement at
SE portion of South Pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/5/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

18

Close up

Description:
View of mixed rockfill lift
surface.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/10/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

19

West

Description:
Excavator loading haul trucks
from stockpile at north portion
of North Pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/10/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

20

Close up

Description:
View of completed compacted
fill surface.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/12/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

21

Northwest

Description:
Loaded 40T haul truck
compacting lift surface at
North Pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/17/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

22

Close up

Description:
View of compacted lift
surface.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/17/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

23

East

Description:
Mixed rockfill placement
operation. Dozer spreading
next lift.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/17/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

24

North

Description:
Cat 815 sheepsfoot compactor
compacting lift of rockfill.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/17/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

25

East

Description:
Fill placement operation at
North Pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/19/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

26

Close up

Description:
View of compacted lift
surface.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/19/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

27

Close up

Description:
View of large percentage of
rock in lift of mixed rockfill.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/20/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

28

Close up

Description:
Field density test being
performed at North pad.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/20/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

29

East

Description:
Dozer spreading fill and
compactor compacting lift of
fill.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/23/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

30

Southwest

Description:
Mixed rockfill stockpile at
North Pad.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/23/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

31

Close up

Description:
View of large percentage of
rock in lift of fill.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/24/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

32

West

Description:
Loaded 40T haul truck
compacting lift of mixed
rockfill at North Pad.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/17/14
Direction Photo Taken:

33

North

Description:
Compacted lift surface.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
8/11/14
Direction Photo Taken:

34

Northeast

Description:
Water truck moisture
conditioning and dozer finish
grading North Pad fill slope at
SW portion of North Pad.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/2/15
Direction Photo Taken:

35

Southwest

Description:
Smooth drum compactor
compacting the finish
subgrade surface to seal-in
moisture.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/2/15
Direction Photo Taken:

36

North

Description:
Sheepsfoot compactor
compacting finish subgrade
surface of slope at SW portion
of North Pad.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/11/15
Direction Photo Taken:

37

Northwest

Description:
View from Boneyard towards
north portion of North Pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/11/15
Direction Photo Taken:

38

South

Description:
View south from Boneyard of
south portion of North Pad.

Photographic Log-North Pad
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South Pad Photolog

Photographic Log – South Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/1/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

1

East

Description:
Loading of 5-inch minus
concrete with woody debris
into a 40T haul truck.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/2/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

2

Southwest

Description:
Oversize material placed at
the Graveyard area located at
the southeast portion of South
Pad .

Photographic Log – South Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/2/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

3

South

Description:
Perforation of asphalt
concrete for drainage.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/3/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

4

South

Description:
Hardscape area along the
northwest portion of South
Pad.

Photographic Log – South Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/5/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

5

West

Description:
Fill placement activities at the
north section of South Pad..

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/5/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

6

Southeast

Description:
Compaction activities using a
13-ton sheepsfoot roller at the
north section of South Pad.

Photographic Log – South Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/6/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

7

North

Description:
Loaded 40T haul truck used to
provide additional compaction
effort over the compacted 12inch lift throughout the north
section of South Pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/6/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

8

Close up

Description:
Cat II material used as
structural fill throughout the
north section South Pad.

Photographic Log – South Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/6/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

9

Close up

Description:
Cat II material used as
structural fill throughout the
north section of South Pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
15/14/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

10

Northwest

Description:
Compacting a lift of fill using
a 13-ton sheepsfoot roller at
the north section of South
Pad.

Photographic Log – South Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/16/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

11

North

Description:
Placement activities of Cat II
material at the north section of
South Pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/20/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

12

Southwest

Description:
Placement and compaction of
5-inch minus concrete at south
section of South Pad.

Photographic Log – South Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/21/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

13

South

Description:
Placement of oversize
material at Graveyard.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
5/22/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

14

South

Description:
Placement of fill lift at south
portion of South Pad.

Photographic Log – South Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
6/27/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

15

North

Description:
Oversize material placement
at Graveyard.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/1/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

16

South

Description:

Photographic Log – South Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/2/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

17

North

Description:
Removal of stockpile at south
portion of South Pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/2/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

18

Close-up

Description:
Fill material prior to
compaction.

Photographic Log – South Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/8/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

19

Northeast

Description:
Field density test being
performed at SW portion of
South Pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/9/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

20

Close-up

Description:
View of large percentage of
rock in fill.

Photographic Log – South Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/9/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

21

South

Description:
Grading and compacting
activity at SE portion of South
Pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
8/12/14
Direction Photo Taken:

22

Southwest

Description:
Southeast portion/Graveyard
area of South Pad.

Photographic Log – South Pad
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/9/15
Direction Photo Taken:

23

West

Description:
Compactor compacting lift of
fill at central portion of South
Pad.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/17/15
Direction Photo Taken:

24

West

Description:
Smooth drum compactor
compacting lift while dozer
spreads loose lift of fill at
central portion of South Pad.

Photographic Log – South Pad
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Sabatka’s Valley Photolog

Photographic Log – Sabatka’s Valley
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
2/21/15
Direction Photo Taken:

1

West

Description:
First lift placement activities
at Sabatka Valley.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
2/21/15
Direction Photo Taken:

2

East

Description:
Proof-rolling of backfill
placed at Sabatka Valley
using a loaded 40T haul truck.

Photographic Log – Sabatka’s Valley
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
2/24/15
Direction Photo Taken:

3

North

Description:
Placement of 12-inch lift at
Sabatka Valley.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
3/18/15
Direction Photo Taken:

4

West

Description:
Field density test being
performed on the compacted
fill at Sabatka Valley.

Photographic Log – Sabatka’s Valley
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
8/5/15
Direction Photo Taken:

5

South

Description:
Grading east end of Sabatka
Valley to meet the design
elevation.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
8/6/15
Direction Photo Taken:

6

Southeast

Description:
Compaction of fill at Sabatka
Valley.

Photographic Log – Sabatka’s Valley
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
8/6/15
Direction Photo Taken:

7

Northwest

Description:
Placement of backfill at 12inch lifts along the SW end of
Sabatka Valley against
retaining wall.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
8/6/15
Direction Photo Taken:

8

West

Description:
Compaction of backfill placed
along retaining wall using a
10-Ton sheepsfoot compactor.

Photographic Log – Sabatka’s Valley
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
8/7/15
Direction Photo Taken:

9

Northwest

Description:
Compacting backfill material
along the SW end of Sabatka
Valley.

Photographic Log – Sabatka’s Valley
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Boneyard Photolog

Photographic Log – Boneyard
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/21/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

1

Southwest

Description:
Placing oversize material at
NW portion of Boneyard.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/21/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

2

Southeast

Description:
Excavating/grading Boneyard.

Photographic Log – Boneyard
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/21/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

3

South

Description:
Excavating/grading/moisture
conditioning material for fill
placement.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/21/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

4

Southeast

Description:
Oversize material along NW
portion of Boneyard.

Photographic Log – Boneyard
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/21/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

5

Southeast

Description:
Oversize material area at
Boneyard and excavator
excavating/grading at east
portion of Boneyard in
background.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/22/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

6

Southeast

Description:
Excavator placing smaller size
material amongst oversize
material prior to compacting.

Photographic Log – Boneyard
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/22/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

7

South

Description:
East side of Boneyard.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/22/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

8

Southwest

Description:
Fill placement on west side of
Boneyard.

Photographic Log – Boneyard
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/22/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

9

Southwest

Description:
Cat 815 sheepsfoot compactor
compacting oversize material
placement area after smaller
size material has been placed
within oversize material.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/22/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

10

Southeast

Description:
Excavating and moisture
conditioning cut area of
Boneyard.

Photographic Log – Boneyard
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/22/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

11

East

Description:
Fill placement and
compaction along west side of
Boneyard.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/23/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

12

South

Description:
Proofrolling lift surface with
loaded 40T haul truck.

Photographic Log – Boneyard
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/23/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

13

West

Description:
Fill placement along west side
of Boneyard.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/23/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

14

Close up

Description:
Compacted surface of lift
prior to placement of next lift.

Photographic Log – Boneyard
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/23/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

15

North

Description:
View of excavation/grading at
south portion of Boneyard.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/23/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

16

West

Description:
Cat 815 sheepsfoot compactor
compacting lift at west portion
of Boneyard.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/23/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

17

Southeast

Description:
Excavators cutting/grading
Boneyard.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/29/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

18

East

Description:
Earthwork activity on top of
Boneyard.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/29/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

19

Northwest

Description:
Fill placement and
compaction activities at west
portion of Boneyard.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/30/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

20

West

Description:
Loaded 40T haul truck
proofrolling lift surface.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
7/31/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

21

West

Description:
Excavating/grading SW
portion of Boneyard.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
8/7/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

22

Southwest

Description:
Excavator using ripper to
excavate/grade east side of
Boneyard.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
8/11/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

23

Southeast

Description:
Graded surface of Boneyard.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
8/11/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

24

North

Description:
Graded east slope of
Boneyard.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Photo No.

Date:
8/11/2014
Direction Photo Taken:

25

West

Description:
Grading south slope of
Boneyard.
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